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The Tataviam Land Conservancy ("the 

TLC") is a non-profit organization founded 

in 2018 that restores the traditional territory 

of the Fernandeño Tataviam people 

through protective land management 

strategies, novel conservation practices, 

and innovative cultural and educational 

programs. 

WHO WE ARE

Revitalizing traditional culture

Revitalizing traditional lands

Revitalizing traditional knowledge



INDIGENOUS TRIBAL SIGNAGE PILOT PROGRAM

TLC is in the planning phase of the Indigenous Tribal Signage Pilot Program 

(ITSPP), an initiative to place Tribal-specific signage throughout FTBMI 

ancestral homelands. These signs will authentically showcase FTBMI’s past, 

present, and future to the millions of residents and visitors who hike and 

travel throughout the greater San Fernando Valley. 

As a non-federally recognized Tribe, FTBMI does not have a large platform to 

tell their story. So, they’re creating their own.

Signs Created BY and FOR the Fernandeño Tataviam community

Many are unaware of the First People of this land and their history. 

These signs will help uplift FTBMI's visibility and culture. 



ULART PROJECT BOUNDARIES

Upper Los Angeles Rivers and Tributaries as they align with the traditional Tribal territory.

TLC hopes to eventually expand the areas of interest to the Antelope and Santa Clarita Valleys. 



INDIGENOUS TRIBAL SIGNAGE PILOT PROGRAM

• Timeline:

⚬ Planning Phase (Community Outreach, 

Research, and Design): Target completion 

by Feb. 2023 

⚬ Implementation Phase (Approvals, 

Fabrication, and Installation): Target 

completion by Feb. 2024 

• Locations: 

⚬ Estimated 4-5 parks throughout the San 

Fernando Valley located at historical 

village sites

• Tribal Citizen Survey Distribution  

⚬ Currently at 73 responses



INDIGENOUS TRIBAL SIGNAGE PILOT PROGRAM

Do you think it is culturally significant to add interpretive signage about 

the Tribe throughout the San Fernando Valley? 

63 - Yes

1 - No

4 - Maybe

[Yes], because We Are Still Here. Our history is important. The local 

people need to know the real history of the land that they live on. Our 

people need to remember who we are.

Yes, because it shows that the tribe is valuable to this community, 

environment, and as an extension to other tribes who have stewarded 

and continue to steward this land.

Yes, because it brings awareness and helps to preserve our heritage for 

future generations as well as preserves the history of the land.

[Yes, because] I feel like most " Angelinos" don't understand that they 

live on our ancestral lands and that we are still here being forced to rent 

or buy it back from settlers.

Do you think adding interpretive signage about the Tribe throughout 

the San Fernando Valley will raise public awareness about the 

Tataviam land, people, and Tribe?

63 - Yes

1 - No

4 - Maybe

Yes because visibility starts small and every little thing matters.

I do believe it will improve awareness, because it will show for the 

Tataviam people not be overlooked any longer. They are real people 

and they still exist. They have history, but they are not history.

My hope is that the knowledge imparted by the signage would move 

people to honor the sacred land they are standing on.



• Design Mockup

⚬ 4-5 Panels per site

⚬ Content: FTBMI Tribal history, contemporary organizations, site-specific village history, cultural practices, 

and ecological information

⚬ An immersive storytelling experience along walking paths in parks

⚬ Potential elements: audio recordings of elders, QR codes, native plantings, shade structures, kids 

drawings

INDIGENOUS TRIBAL SIGNAGE PILOT PROGRAM



• Challenges

⚬ How do we tell the FTBMI story? How do we encapsulate community visions?

⚬ How do we collect and incorporate desires of 900 citizens?  

⚬ With no precedent, what should FTBMI tribal signage look like?

⚬ How do we create a model that is helpful to agencies?

⚬ Displacement of cultural and historical knowledge

⚬ Bureaucratic barriers and delays

⚬ Maintenance and theft concerns

⚬ Content disagreements with the SF Mission and others

• What’s next?

⚬ Continued community engagement

⚬ Continued negotiations with agencies

⚬ Iterative process of discussion and editing

⚬ Design and fabrication contracting
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